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QUESTION 1

Which endpoint devices must be replaced to support the Streamed VHD method of desktop delivery? 

A. Windows 7 

B. Windows XP 

C. Linux thin clients 

D. PCs running Internet Explorer 7 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

Scenario: CGE needs to define its management process for desktop image releases. Some groups need a process for
version control that includes thorough testing prior to production. Why does using Windows Deployment Services and
deploying a standard base image to virtual desktops help manage the image versioning process? 

A. It enables rapid rollback. 

B. It automates deployment of current and legacy OS versions. 

C. It leverages Hyper-V snapshots. 

D. It automatically deploys the latest drivers and patches. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

Scenario: CGE acquires a small energy company that is running MGMT, a proprietary 16-bit application. A Citrix
Architect is tasked with deploying this application to the Executives/Management end-user group. The CIO mandates
that a FlexCast model must be chosen that resembles this end-user group\\'s existing delivery strategy. It is important
that a single-image deployment is utilized and that management effort is kept to a minimum for the update process. The
availability of a fast rollback plan must also be available after upgrades, since it can often result in system instability.
Why is deploying MGMT in a Hosted Shared environment on Windows Server 2008 R2 with Machine Creation Services
the best solution? 

A. It offers a faster change process. 

B. End users are already comfortable working in a shared environment. 

C. It prevents XenApp server crashes. 

D. It enables faster rollbacks. 

Correct Answer: A 
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QUESTION 4

Why does using the IIS Manager console help the company comply with its security policy? 

A. Because it enables you to view IIS logs to extract data 

B. Because it enables you to configure StoreFront 

C. Because it uses a standard TCP port 

D. Because it is a Microsoft Management Console snap-in 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

How should the architect design the image management process using Windows SysPrep? 

A. Prepare an existing machine as the master image. 

B. Install a new Windows image utilizing a XenServer virtual machine and prepare it as the master image and install the
delivery agent. Run SysPrep on the virtual machine. 

C. Use a XenServer virtual machine to install a new Windows image with MAK and prepare it as the master image.
Ensure that the image has two network cards. 

D. Run XenConvert on an existing machine. 

Correct Answer: C 
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